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ANDREW G. BONE is Senior Research Associate at the Bertrand Russell Research Centre, where he has worked since 1997. His doctoral work in modern British History at McMaster introduced him to the Russell Archives and Russell Studies. He has edited two CPBR volumes, 28 and 29, coedited 21, and is working on the Cold War writings of Russell that will be published in 26. Most recently he was part of the editorial team that produced the digital edition of Russell’s *Brixton Prison Letters*. KEVIN C. KLEMENT is Professor of Philosophy at the University of Massachusetts–Amherst and has published on Russell, Frege and the history of analytic philosophy. He continues a research project on Russell’s philosophical logic. He has posted on his website a hyperlinked edition of *The Principles of Mathematics* and a dual language and dual translation of the *Tractatus*, and is an editor of the online *Journal of the History of Analytic Philosophy*. JOHN G. SLATER is Emeritus Professor of Philosophy at the University of Toronto. He contributed to the first issue of this journal and many since, and is a founding editor of the *Collected Papers*, of which he edited five volumes. He is the author of *Minerva’s Aviary: Philosophy at Toronto, 1843–2003* (2005), *Bertrand Russell* (1994), introductions to Routledge reprints of Russell’s books, and multivolume bibliographies of British and American philosophers. His premier collection of Russell’s books and published Russelliana is in Toronto’s Fisher Rare Books Library. He was a member of McMaster’s Advisory Board of the Bertrand Russell Archives. An independent scholar, STEFAN ANDERSSON is coeditor of the forthcoming *On Nuclear Weapons: Denuclearization, Demilitarization, and Disarmament: Selected Writings of Richard Falk*. He previously edited Falk’s *Revisiting the Vietnam War and International Law: Views and Interpretations* (Cambridge, 2018). BERNARD LINSKY recently retired from the Department of Philosophy at the University of Alberta. He is coediting (with James Levine) *Bertrand Russell’s Lectures on Logic and Theory of Knowledge, 1910–1914*—the notes taken by Sheffer, Moore, Costello, Lenzen and Eliot. JOHN BURNS is a graduate of Trinity Hall, Cambridge. He studied at the Free University of Berlin and wrote his doctoral thesis on applied ethics at the Humboldt University, Berlin. He is a psychotherapist and training analyst at the ITGG Berlin (Institute for Depth Psychology, Group Dynamics and Group Psychotherapy), founded by Prof. Dr. mult. Josef Rattner. YOUR EDITOR is revising the Russell Bibliography, continues his editing of Papers 24 and 25 and is an editor of *The Brixton Letters* for the Collected Letters project.
50th Anniversaries

In 2020 it will be the 50th anniversary of Bertrand Russell’s death—a good point at which to re-evaluate his legacy. McMaster will mark the occasion. For the 50th anniversary of the Russell Archives, see dailynews.mcmaster.ca/articles/new-bertrand-russell-archives-and-research-centre-to-be-a-hub-of-intellectual-activity/.

Larry D. Harwood, Mad about Belief: Religion in the Life and Thought of Bertrand Russell (Wipf and Stock). Russell’s political, historical, biographical and literary papers from mid-1950 to mid-1952 are being readied for publication as Volume 26 of the Collected Papers (Routledge); the editor is Andrew G. Bone.

The project to mount high-quality images of Russell’s letters from Brixton Prison, along with transcriptions and annotations—exactly 100 years after each letter but the last was written—was completed on 15 September 2018. Because it is online, the editors are able to revise their work further and even add letters, should new ones turn up. The way at present to search the site is through Google.


Sandra Lapointe, ed., Logic from Kant to Russell: Laying the Foundations for Analytic Philosophy (Routledge, 2018). McMaster University Library Press’s booklets marking the opening of Russell House—Sheila Turcon’s The Homes of Bertrand Russell and Russell’s commonplace poetry collection, “All the Poems We Have Most Enjoyed Together”—are free. Email russarch@mcmaster.ca.

Except for the latest four issues (vols. 37,1 to 38,2), Russell is on open access at mulpress.mcmaster.ca/russelljournal/.


The Russell Archives’ annotated catalogue of letters totalled 131,602 records by 25 January 2019. Many more letters are expected when Russell Archives 4 is processed. More than a correspondence catalogue, it’s been suggested that manuscripts, bibliographical entries and memorabilia be included. Already BRACERS houses images and annotated, scholarly transcriptions of texts.